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The radiotoxic and conventional toxic relevance of Hg-target inventories Contribution to WP5.1, Deliverable D1



(compiled by R.Moormann, FZJ) R.Moormann, K.Bongardt, H.Brücher, B.Lensing, H.Schaal (FZJ)



Abstract The radioactive inventory of a 4-5 MW Hg-target is discussed, most relevant nuclides are identified and its radiotoxicity is compared with its chemical toxicity, indicating, that the chemical toxicity cannot be neglected. Based on safety considerations volatile nuclides including mercury are more relevant than low volatile ones. It has to be noted in this context, that the radioactive inventory of a MW spallation target is of comparable size as that in a research reactor. The high mercury volatility and the low activity retention capability of liquid targets in comparison to crystalline ones in general create safety problems. A nuclear emergency plan is probably required in Germany for such a target. Dose calculation methods used for accidental releases from such a target are explained, particularly the computer program CHI-ESS. Lack of knowledge is pointed out, and desirable work on experimental determination of spallation nuclide concentrations is outlined.
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1. Radiological relevance of the Eurisol Hg target inventory This report is based on the nuclide inventory, calculated for the SNS target [1] and on similar calculations performed for ESS (see also Eurisol-Report: Nuclide inventories in Hgtargets, compiled by R.Moormann/FZJ, 15.08.2006, for a list of about 500 nuclides). The most actual technical information about ESS and its safety are found in : The ESS Project. Vol III Update. Technical Report Status 2003. ISBN 3-89336-345-9 (2004) and http://neutron.neutron-eu.net/n_documentation/n_reports/n_ess_reports_and_more/106 Most relevant nuclides present in an Hg-target were identified; criteria were besides their formation yield their dose factors and their volatility. Concerning volatility, the classification of PSAR-SNS was used; nuclides were divided in PSAR-SNS into 3 volatility categories: 1. High volatile nuclides (tritium, iodine, noble gases) 2. Mercury isotopes (having an average volatility) 3. Low volatile nuclides (most metals other than Hg) It should be noted, that for > 10 y after shut down) the inventory of a 4 - 5 MW Hg-target is even larger than that of an end of life core of a 20 MWth research reactor as indicated in fig.1. However, very long lived actinides are not formed in an Hg-target in contrast to fission reactor fuel, but non-fissile long lived nuclides are present in an Hg-target, too. Comparing both systems, one has to bear in mind, that the average lifetime of a research reactor core is about 2 month, whereas the lifetime of the mercury target is about 30 - 40 y, which gives an unfavourable image for spallation sources concerning large times after shut down, which his nevertheless the correct basis for safety examinations of the facility, but not for for disposal of the target: For the latter, all generated activity has to be accumulated, as done in the following table I. Time



Hg-target 5 MW



Research Reactor 20 MW



10 y



5.E6



2.E8



1000 y



1.E5



2.E4



100000 y



1.5E2



1.E3



Tab. I: Time dependent amount of activity [GBq] to be disposed from a Hgtarget (40 y operation) and from a Research Reactor (100 fuel loadings)
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Altogether, summarizing safety and disposal items, the relevant amount of activity/power produced in spallation sources is of similar order than that of fission reactors.



Fig. 1: Comparison of activities in a Hg-target and in a single core of a research fission reactor (relevant for accident analyses of the target)



Applying German and EU directives and recommendations on emergency planning (as required) on the total inventory of a 4-5 MW Hg-target, the result is, that the limit concerning requirement of a nuclear emergency plan is probably exceeded [8]: This limit is at about 1010 of the radioactivity amount, which may be handled without restrictions, provided, this activity is enclosed in a tight container (see §53 of [8]); it is assumed, that for smaller radioactive amounts no catastrophic consequences are imaginable even in case of a large release. For a 5 MW Hg-target the total activity is in the range of 1011 of the amount, which may be handled without restrictions and accordingly, a nuclear emergency plan is probably necessary. It has to be noted, however, that for about one third of the spallation nuclides no data are available in the respective German directives (and in directives of other countries, too); accordingly, these missed data had to be roughly estimated and are a large source of uncertainty. This lack of data for a relevant number of spallation nuclides in German and other directives is true also for dose factors etc., required for calculation of radiological doses in a licensing process. If such dose factors etc. Are not developed by SNS or JSNS, they remain to be evaluated by Eurisol sufficiently before start of target operation. Fortunately, the lack of data is restricted almost exclusively to low volatile nuclides. These most relevant nuclides are given in table II together with their estimated inventories, their half-lives, their radiation type and their boiling points. The dose calculations leading to The radiotoxic and conventional toxic relevance of Hg-target inventorie: Compiled by R.Moormann/FZJ (15.08.2006) 3



that table are described more detailed in the next paragraphs. The selection of table II assumes, that volatile nuclides are more relevant than low volatile ones due to their limited accidental release. If the latter remains not true, nuclides like Ta-182, Ir-182, Ir-192, Au200 and particularly Sr-90 and Tl-204 have to be taken into account, too. 2. Dose calculations for relevant nuclides In order to obtain a figure of the radiotoxic potential of these inventories, dose calculations were performed for these nuclides, oriented on German rules for design basis accidents (dba) of light water reactors; these rules are described more detailed in chapter 8.2.1.3 of the updated Vol. III of the ESS technical report (2002) [12]. The code CHI was used [2]; the nuclear data bank of this code was extended to nuclides relevant for spallation sources with a mercury target (CHI-ESS). The dose calculation procedure in CHI is not completely identical with the valid German rules with respect to the following items: •



γ-submersion is calculated based on the simplified procedure used in WASH1400 [3] instead of the very sophisticated method, foreseen in German rules; dose factors of [4] are used, because dose factors of the German model [5,6] are not directly applicable to the WASH-1400 model.



•



ingestion doses are calculated on basis of the German ‘Störfallberechnungsgrundlagen’ version 1983 [5] instead on basis of the actualised version 1994 [6]; the 70 a follow-up dose for infants of the actualised version is used instead of the older 50 a follow-up dose.



It is not expected, that these differences influence the dose results in general, although some details may change. For other pathways, dose factors from [7] are used. The following additional extension of CHI was required for ESS (extending CHI to CHIESS): •



Tritium ingestion is not part of the German rules, but there exists a semiofficial German recommendation for calculation of its ingestion doses [9], which is applied here. HTO (being more radiotoxic) and HT have to be treated separately, oxidation of HT to HTO in soil has to be considered. Tritium incorporation via skin (resorption) is of the same relevance as inhalation and is taken into account by doubling the inhalation doses.



Rates of dry fall-out and wash-out of mercury gas are also not part of the German Störfallberechnungsgrundlagen. For dry fall-out a rate of 0.002 m/s [10] is taken in our calculations. For wash-out very low rates are usually assumed because of the very limited solubility of mercury in water; however, mercury may be chemically converted slowly into soluble species during transport in air, as was found in respective measurements [10]. Accordingly, in order to consider that effect to some extent, an overall wash-out coefficient [6] of Λ = 10-5·I0.6 (I = rainfall in mm/h, values to be used are given in [6]) was taken into account in these calculations; this Λ-value is typical for a wash-out of intermediate size.
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Tab. II: Overview on radiologically most relevant nuclides in one Hg-target (5 MW, 30 y continuous or 40 y real operation) The inventories are best estimate ones multiplied by a factor of 1.6 in order to be conservative, as required in licensing calculations. It has to be noted, that - except of H-3 no nuclides with masses < 100 were taken into account in selection of relevant nuclides, because respective data were not yet available at that time. A short term emission was assumed. As required by German dba rules, worst weather conditions were taken into account: Within the scatter of weather conditions for each nuclide and each burden pathway that conditions were selected, which lead to highest doses in the position considered. An emission height of 25 m was assumed (which is the approximate height of the target building. A larger effective emission height may occur in case of fires or in case of release via stack; it will decrease maximum doses). A distance from the emission point (target) to the fence of 250 m was taken into account. Except for high volatile nuclides, where emission as aerosol is assumed, gaseous emissions are taken into account, which leads to higher doses for certain pathways. Calculations are performed for a person (infant) living unsheltered near to the fence for a 70 years period, as required by German rules. The results are valid for an EURISOL-Hg-target, too. Table II contains the estimated doses per emission for the 4 pathways, described in chapter 8.1 of vol. III of the updated ESS technical report (2002) [12]; it has to be noted, that doses per emission are valid for infants and belong to effective doses except for iodine incorporation, where (because of the substantial accumulation of iodine in the thyroid) thyroid doses are presented; effective doses are about a factor of 30 smaller than thyroid doses for iodine incorporation. Dose limits in dba following German rules (2001) are 50 mSv (effective dose) and 150 mSv (thyroid dose) [8]. It has to be noted, that the dose calculation of vol. III of the ESS technical report (2002) [12] are slightly different from those presented in tab. II due to some improvements of CHI-ESS, described before. The radiotoxic and conventional toxic relevance of Hg-target inventorie: Compiled by R.Moormann/FZJ (15.08.2006) 5



Concerning external irradiation it becomes obvious that groundshine is mainly caused by long-lived Hg-194 (associated with a dose/emission value for groundshine about an order of magnitude larger than that of Cs-137, which is a nuclide well known from fission reactors); this is mainly due to its short-lived daughter nuclide Au-194. Another, smaller contributors to groundshine is Hf-172. Cloud shine (submersion) is obviously a less relevant pathway. With respect to incorporation pathways, particular high doses by inhalation are expected from Gd-148, but iodine nuclides and Hf-172 are also relevant; substantial high ingestion doses may be induced by iodine nuclides; however, it has to be noted in this context, that a pronounced consideration of ingestion as done in German rules is not required in all European countries (which rely more on food ban in case of accidents). Comparing the potential doses with the before mentioned dose limits and with the inventories for the respective volatility classes, it is found that emissions of high volatile nuclides (iodine) must be limited to about 0.25 % of the total inventory; for mercury this limit in the range of 0.02 % and for low volatile nuclides at about 0.03 %. These limits are decreased, if coincident release of different volatility classes has to be considered. Additional calculations indicated, that with the assumption of an emission height of 50 m instead of 25 m the maximum doses decrease roughly by a factor of 5 – 8, which means, that the tolerable emissions increase by the same factor. An additional inventory to be released in certain accidents is associated with the cooling water of the target system, which contains relevant amounts of H-3; however, potential doses connected to this inventory remain much smaller than that due to the target inventory.



3. Comparison of (chemical or conventional) toxicity and radiotoxicity of mercury A comparison of the radiotoxicity of the target with the (chemical) toxicity of mercury is possible - in an incomplete manner - for the incorporation pathways only, because external irradiation does not exist for chemical poisons. Further on, such a comparison can be done for early consequences only, because a sufficient dose/consequence relation for late effects is not yet available for the (chemical) toxicity of mercury. A comparison for the (dominating) inhalation pathway was performed for infants, considering that: for radiotoxicity, the LD50 value (lethal dose with 50 % probability) for effective, lung or red bone mark dose is 4 Sv, accumulated within 7 d the LD50 value for (chemical) toxicity of mercury is within a range of 5 – 15 mg/kg, applied within a short time period the biological half life of mercury in the human body is in average 60 d. This is necessary for calculation of 7 d doses instead of using the long term dose/emission relations, given in table I: Calculation of 7 d dose factors from long term dose factors of [7] is performed by multiplication of the latter with the following factors: nuclide correction factor



Hg-193 1.0



Hg-194 0.08



Hg-195 1.0



Hg-197 0.85



Hg-203 0.17
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1 [Hg-nuclide activity * (7d-dose factor) / LD50] for radiotoxicity, with Hg-amount in target / LD50 / weight of person for (conventional) toxicity that the (chemical or conventional) toxicity of mercury is about a factor of 10 – 30 higher than that of the radiotoxicity of the single nuclide Hg-197; looking onto the whole target mercury, this value is reduced by a factor of 2. However, considering the very high dose/emission value of Hg-194 by the groundshine pathway (see table I), it becomes obvious, that this is a strong underestimation of the radiotoxicity of the target mercury; a detailed degree of the underestimation can be calculated in a reasonable manner only for fixed assumptions on application of the external irradiation1. In addition, the radiotoxicity of the target is increased substantially by other nuclides than mercury: Particularly inhalation of Hf-172 and ingestion of iodine isotopes have to be considered; 1-emitting Gd-148 is mainly a contributor to late effects by inhalation, but has to be taken into account here, too. Pronounced groundshine contributors are Hf-172, Au195, and iodine isotopes. Altogether that means, that the radiotoxicity probably dominates the overall toxicity of the target, while the chemical toxicity must not be neglected, particularly for conditions, when decay has already reduced the target radioactivity. However, if only mercury and volatile nuclides are taken into account (because of the smaller release probability of low volatile nuclides), conventional and radiotoxicicity are even in the same order of magnitude. It should be noted again, that the comparison given before is only a very rough figure due to the mentioned neglections. Concerning late effects it is expected, that radiotoxicity is even more relevant than (chemical) toxicity: Roughly, a dose-rate independent increase of the cancer probability of up to 10%/Sv may be taken into account as late radiological consequence. Concerning the ingestion pathway of mercury it has to be noted, that conversion to organic compounds within the food chain might increase its (chemical) toxicity, but the radiotoxicity, too.



4. Nuclides relevant for disposal Table III contains nuclides most relevant for target waste disposal with their halve lives and their radiation energies; inventories are best estimate values multiplied with a factor of 1.6. The data used are those of [11], except for H-3 and Gd-148, where SNS results [1] are taken for the reason to remain conservative. Criterion of this selection is that the activity 100 y after shutdown is > 0.1 GBq. Fortunately, several of the nuclides listed play a relevant role in fission reactor disposal, too; accordingly, some knowledge is already available concerning their treatment.



1



Looking onto general consequences and not only on individual doses and bearing in mind, that long term groundshine is the most costly irradiation pathway in radiological accidents due to the consequence, that affected areas cannot be used and relocation has to take place, may be taken as indication that groundshine has to be seriously considered The radiotoxic and conventional toxic relevance of Hg-target inventorie: Compiled by R.Moormann/FZJ (15.08.2006) 7



Nuclide 1-DECAY



Activity/ GBq



t1/2 / h,d,y



148



Gd* 150 Gd 154 Dy



2*104 1.5 1.2



75 y 2*106 y 3*106 y



3



H* C 32 Si 32 P (daugther) 36 Cl 39 Ar 42 Ar 42 K (daugther) 60 Fe 60 Co 63 Ni 79 Se 90 Sr 90 Y (daugther) 93 Zr 94 Nb 98 Tc 99 Tc 107 Pd 113 m Cd 151 Sm 154 Eu



2.9*103 24 1.7*103 1.8*103 0.7 2.2*103 1.8*103 1.8*103 0.5 0.6 5.5*103 3.1 1500 1500 0.6 23 0.2 5 0.2 0.6 390 0.8



12 y 5730 y 172 y 14 d 3*105 y 270 y 33y 12 h 1.3*106 y 5.2 y 100 y 6.5*105 y 29 y 64 h 1.5*106 y 2.3*104 y 4.2*106 y 2.1*105 y 6.5*106 y 14 y 90 y 9y



41



1.6 45 45 80 600 56 55 0.2 60 90 100 4.5*103 0.3 6*103 6*104 1.9*103 4* 105 1.4*105 1.4*105



1*105 y 4h 49 y 2*105 680 y 16 y 4*103 y 2.6*106 y 55 y 10.5 y 6*104 y 18 y 5.5 y 37 y 180 y 4570 y 50 y 38 h 520 y



14



ß-DECAY



Ca Sc (daugther) 44 Ti 81 Kr 91 Nb 93m Nb (daughter) 93 Mo 97 Tc 121m Sn 133 Ba 137 La 145 Pm 146 Pm 150 Eu 158 Tb 163 Ho 193 Pt 194 Au (daugther) 194 Hg 44



2-EMITTER



Energy of decay products/MeV



α –particles 3.2 2.7 2.9 Average for ß± / Max. for 1 0.006 0.05 0.07 0.7 0.25 0.22 0.23 1.43 / 2.4 0.05 / 0.06 0.1 / 2.5 0.02 0.05 0.2 0.94 / 2.2 0.02 / 0.03 0.14 / 0.87 0.12/ 0.75 0.09 / 0.09 0.01 0.1 / 0.26 0.02 / 0.02 0.22 / 1.9 Max. for 1 / Average for ß ± X-rays 3.3 / 0.6 0.15 / 0.06 0.28 / 0.15 X-rays / 0.005 X-rays / 0.03 X-rays / 0.04 X-rays / 0.01 X-rays / 0.01 0.28 / 022 0.6 / 0.2 X-rays / 0.1 X-rays / 0.08 1.8 / 0.2 1.2 / 0.05 X-rays X-rays / 0.013 2.4 / 0.03 X-rays



Tab. III: Nuclides with activity > 0.1 GBq in a 5 MW Hg-target, 100 years after shutdown [Lensing, 2004] (*based on SNS-calculations) The total activity 100 y after shutdown is 8·105 GBq for a 5 MW mercury target, see fig. 1. As shown in Tab III, the dominant activity > 105 GBq is resulting from isotopes heavier than W, indicating that a solid tungsten target will lead to a total activity of only 10 % compared to a mercury one. In addition, there are no long lived unstable W-isotopes. The tritium production rate for a solid W-target will be higher than for a liquid Hg one, which needs particularly careful examinations on its disposal
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